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[softy]
Lounge comfortably.
[softy] distinguishes itself by its absolutely

comfortable processing. The elegant leg is available in
different metal colours. A dream in your living space.

Cover: Z59/99 black
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www.schillig.com
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Armchairs

Sofas

ME70

N70

N80

N90

PL70

individual armchair

sofa

large sofa

large sofa

mega sofa

113/93/79/43

183/93/79/43

203/93/79/43

223/93/79/43

254/113/79/43

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

Elements with armpart right

Elements with armpart left

N70R

N80R

N90R

N70L

N80L

N90L

sofa with armpart

large sofa with armpart

large sofa with armpart

sofa with armpart

large sofa with armpart

large sofa with armpart

161/93/79/43

181/93/79/43

201/93/79/43

161/93/79/43

181/93/79/43

201/93/79/43

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK1 (surcharge)

End elements right

End elements left

K80R

K80L

one arm chaise

one arm chaise

104/168/79/43

104/168/79/43

item no. for metal runner
= MK3 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK3 (surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Free-standing elements right

Free-standing elements left

KC80R

KC80L

one arm chaise freestanding

one arm chaise freestanding

106/168/79/43

106/168/79/43

item no. for metal runner
= MK3 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK3 (surcharge)

Ottomans

Accessories

G70

G140

UR

UL

URP

ULP

Z

ottoman

extra large ottoman

armpart pillow

armpart pillow

armpart pillow for mega
sofa

armpart pillow for mega
sofa

base leg

74/61/43/0

144/61/43/0

15/67/33/0

15/67/33/0

15/88/33/0

15/88/33/0

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

item no. for metal runner
= MK2 (surcharge)

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Mega sofa
and ottoman
The type
range of this
model
contains an
unconventional sofa with
an additional extended magnitude. For
everybody who wants it large and
comfortable, the matching ottoman is
available. Together with the sofa it leads
to a gigantic couch surface.

Classy runner
A beautiful
metal runner
in black
powder-coated (item no.
MK...) is
available for
surcharge.

Metal colours
for legs
The metal leg
FL 6 can be
ordered in the
finishes shiny
chrome,
bronze or
black. Please specify the desired look with
your order.

Absolutely
eye-catching
The nicely
curved
armparts of
the model lead
to an
interesting
look. The loose armpart pillows have to be
ordered suitably for the right and left
armpart.

Order checklist

Order information
Lose cushions:
There are loose seat and back cushions with this model
(except one arm chaises).
Back sides of sofas:
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Positioning diagram:
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on the
amount of different variations available. We have marked
the connecting sides in red for end elements in the type
guide.
Connecting sides:
For a surcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied in the
original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
Contrasting thread:
This model is available in leather and some fabric colours
with contrasting colour thread on request at no extra
charge. You will find the specified colours on the cover sheet
of the individual leather qualities in our fabric/leather
trolley. Please always state the contrast thread number,
otherwise it will be delivered tone in tone.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
Seat depth: approx. 58 cm
Seat depth without back cusion: approx. 74 cm
Seat depth mega sofa: ca. 80 cm

Contrast
thread
This model is
available in
leather and
some fabric
colours with
contrasting
colour thread on request at no extra
charge.

• Structure and cover
• Metal runner (surcharge)
• Leg design/-height
• Metal colour for legs
• Ottomans
• Positioning diagram
• Contrasting thread
• Armpart pillow
• Base leg Z

Seat depth extra large sofa without back cushion: cca. 96
cm
Seat height with metal runner F 5B: approx. 43 cm
Seat height with metal leg: F L6: ca. 43 cm; F P5: ca. 45 cm
Loose seat and back cushions:
Due to loose seat and back cushions measures may vary.
Measures were taken with oriented seat and back cushions.
The seat cushions of the one arm chaises are fastened with
a zipper.
Especially loose-fitting upholstery:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
especially loose to create a certain visual effect. The
especially loose-fitting upholstery is characterized by an
extremely soft surface. When being delivered, the cover
shows a distinctive wave formation, which design- and
constructionwise is being desired and can get more by
usage. It is not a quality defect but a model-specific
characteristic.
Information on the upholstery structure:
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester
fibres and foam rods have been used in the seat and back.
This can lead to depression of the individual chambers,
which is a typical product characteristic.
Base leg Z:
If elements and sofas with or without an armpart are to be
attached directly to elements or sofas with or without an
armpart, a base leg Z is required. The base leg must be
ordered separately. See price list.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. Frame – Beech wood structure
2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs
3. Seat upholstery structure out of ergo-PUR foam and thick mat
with high quality foam sticks and silicone fibre mixture, loose seat
cushions (except one arm chaises - fixed with zipper)
4. Back suspension due to upholstery strap
5. Back upholstery structure with high quality latex sticks and
silicone fibre mixture, loose back cushions

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to
the model on this page of the catalogue.

The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing
system.

Legs

ca. 17 cm/15
cm/seat
height ca. 43
cm

ca. 19 cm/17
cm/
seat height
ca.
45 cm

metal leg diff. metal
col.

Metal runner,
surcharge black

F L6

F 5B

metal leg diff. metal
col.
F P5

Metal colours:
The leg is available in different metal colours. Please
indicate when ordering.
The legs are consciously 2 cm taller in front than behind.
Powder-coated:
The colours M56 bronze and M99 black are powdercoated.
Leg and seat heights:
In combination with the metal legs, the model is available
in different seat and overall heights due to the two leg
heights available. The leg version must be specified.

pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft
floors. Even if you barely move the furniture, it can be
helpful to have a carpeted floor.

Legs and floor protection:
In case of very slender furniture legs with deliberately
filigree shapes and with small surfaces, it comes to a
raised pressure on the floor. We recommend felt pads or
another suitable mat as protection for scratches and

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

bronze

black

M20

M56

M99

www.schillig.com
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The highest European accolade for
systematic, in-house, environmental
management. Improvement of
environmental protection services.
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softy - living room examples
corner combination
N 70L laf - K 80R raf

265x168

Cover: Z59/99 black

Cover: S41/52 cognac

Cover: T88/28 blue
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